Many people think they know all there is to know about the Book of Matthew. Matthew's Gospel is so rich in prophetic promises and revelations about the future that as Bible scholars continue to probe its depths, they continue to discover new and wonderful things about Jesus Christ, our coming Lord and King!

-The Book of Matthew Commentary:  
    275-page Hardcover Book  
    Suggested Contribution: $30

-The Matthew Study:  
    on DVD--Suggested Contribution: $20  
    on VHS (video)--Suggested Contribution: $20  
    on Audio CD--Suggested Contribution: $8

-The Entire Matthew Package: (The Matthew Study on CD and DVD plus the Book of Matthew Commentary):  
    Suggested Contribution: $49

Remember, part of your gift goes to the spreading of the Gospel by the ministry of Christian Destiny.
**SPECIAL OFFERS**

**BOOKLETS**

*Jonah's Surprise Message*
The Mercy of God

*Malachi*
Breaking the Chains of Formalism

*Nahum & Obadiah*
Prophets of Doom

*Habakkuk*
The Problem With Being A Prophet

**ANTICHRIST**
The Coming Global Storm
by Ed Hindson

Dr. Hindson answers the questions:
- Is the Antichrist Alive Today?
- What will the Coming World Ruler be like?
- What details does the Bible provide of The Final Conflict?

*IREN--THE COMING CRISIS*
Radical Islam, Oil, And The Nuclear Threat
by Mark Hitchcock

Ezekiel 38-39 foretells Iran's future. Iran, Russia, and other Islamic nations will invade Israel in the end times. Today, the connection between Iran and Russia grows stronger. Mark Hitchcock exposes Iran's past, present, and future with striking clarity. Find maps, charts and answers to your every question inside.

**THE NEW ANSWERS BOOK**
Over 25 Questions on Creation/Evolution and the Bible
Ken Ham General Editor

Ken Ham answers the questions:
- Over 25 questions on Creation/Evolution and the Bible
- Is the Bible true?
- Where did mankind come from?
- Is there evidence that evolution has worked?
- How does the Bible fit with science?

Suggested Contribution: $25

**KING JAMES GIANT PRINT REFERENCE BIBLE**
Personal Size

Easy-to-carry size (6.4in x 9.4in).

* Book Introductions and Outlines
* End-of-verse cross reference system
* Easy-to-read concordance
* Words of Christ in red letter

Burgundy--Bonded Leather
Suggested Contribution: $25

**NEW KING JAMES GIANT PRINT REFERENCE BIBLE**
Personal Size

This New King James Personal Size Giant Print Bible (1,536 pages) comes with a highly portable size (5 9/10in x 8 3/5in).

Burgundy--Leatherflex
Suggested Contribution: $25

**TODAY'S RELIGIONS**

by James K. Walker

OVER 16,000 ENTRIES

This guide to the religious landscape in the United States provides the "absolute essentials" on the various groups, denominations, leaders, writings, and more. The great breadth of topics within this volume makes it the perfect starting point for finding out anything you need to know about today's religious groups, denominations, sects, and cults. Ideal for both students and scholars.

Suggested Contribution: $20

**TODAY'S RELIGIONS AND SPIRITUALITY**

by James K. Walker

Suggested Contribution: $6 each

**IRAN--THE COMING CRISIS**

214-page softcover book
Suggested Contribution: $20 ea

**P A 5 E**
Uncovering the Mysterious WOOLLY MAMMOTH Life At The End of The Great Ice Age by Michael and Beverly Oard Illustrations by Bill Looney

The questions of what happened at the end of the Ice Age and why the woolly mammoth disappeared have been asked by many. Unfortunately, the answers given are usually in line with an evolutionary world view. In this 72-page hardcover book, this author gives biblically and scientifically sound answers to those relevant questions for young readers in an exciting story of one boy and his family.

Suggested Contribution: $20

GOD MADE YOU SPECIAL VeggieTales

In "A Snoodle's Tale," a self-conscious Snoodle realizes the way God sees him is the only thing that matters and all the Veggies are reminded of their uniqueness in this all NEW DVD.

Also Available: VeggieTales Moe and the Big Exit-- A Lesson in Followin' Directions

Suggested Contribution: $18 each

101 FAVORITE STORIES FROM THE BIBLE by Ura Miller

In easy-to-understand words, here are 101 favorite stories from the Bible that have delighted millions of children all around the world. Even young children who cannot read will love to look at the colorful, descriptive pictures. In this 215-page hardcover book, after each story, you will find a few questions to encourage discussion and help your child remember the stories.

Suggested Contribution: $20

THE WONDERFUL WIZARD OF HA's The Story of a Prodigal Son VeggieTales

This all-new family adventure--DVD--reminds kids everywhere that there's nothing like forgiveness and there's no place like home.

Suggested Contribution: $18

DINOSAUR PAK & STAK A Building Blocks Dino Puzzle and Book Set for Preschoolers

This entertaining learning tool includes block puzzles that form pictures of five fascinating dinosaurs including: Pteranodon, TyrannosaurusRex, Leviathan, Triceratops, and Stegosaurus. This fun play set for preschoolers also includes five board books with fun facts about each of these dinosaurs and their awesome Creator.

Suggested Contribution: $18

BENJI--The Movie and FOR THE LOVE OF BENJI DVD 2 Pack

Benji-The Movie is one of the best loved family films. The shaggy stray saves the day--and wins himself a home.

Benji finds himself separated from his family and on the run in Athens in this second movie called For The Love of Benji.

Suggested Contribution: DVD 2 Pack $20

GREAT FOR GIFTS

101 FAVORITE STORIES FROM THE BIBLE by Ura Miller

In easy-to-understand words, here are 101 favorite stories from the Bible that have delighted millions of children all around the world. Even young children who cannot read will love to look at the colorful, descriptive pictures. In this 215-page hardcover book, after each story, you will find a few questions to encourage discussion and help your child remember the stories.

Suggested Contribution: $20

THE WONDERFUL WIZARD OF HA's The Story of a Prodigal Son VeggieTales

This all-new family adventure--DVD--reminds kids everywhere that there's nothing like forgiveness and there's no place like home.

Suggested Contribution: $18

DINOSAUR PAK & STAK A Building Blocks Dino Puzzle and Book Set for Preschoolers

This entertaining learning tool includes block puzzles that form pictures of five fascinating dinosaurs including: Pteranodon, TyrannosaurusRex, Leviathan, Triceratops, and Stegosaurus. This fun play set for preschoolers also includes five board books with fun facts about each of these dinosaurs and their awesome Creator.

Suggested Contribution: $18

BENJI--The Movie and FOR THE LOVE OF BENJI DVD 2 Pack

Benji-The Movie is one of the best loved family films. The shaggy stray saves the day--and wins himself a home.

Benji finds himself separated from his family and on the run in Athens in this second movie called For The Love of Benji.

Suggested Contribution: DVD 2 Pack $20